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Introduction
In what would be her last
contribution to the devoted friends of
Arctic char, Charlotte Kipling (1991)
reviewed some old references to the
word char in English literature. The
entry in “The New World of English
Words”, published by Edward
Philips in 1658, reads “Chare, a
kinde of fish, which breeds most
peculiarly
in
Windermere
in
Lancashire”. Also, in other British
books published before the 18th
Century, char was commonly
referred to as a rare fish only
occurring in Windermere and nearby
lakes, essentially because of the
exclusive use of char from here in
the famous and very fashionable
char-pies,
a
delicacy
once
“mothered” by Sir Daniel Fleming
(1633-1701). In Petrus Artedi’s
inaugural attempt to systematize the
taxonomy of fishes (Artedi 1738,
published by Linnaeus after Artedi’s
tragic death in Amsterdam in 1735),
the occurrence of Arctic char were
known from lakes in Lapland,
southern Sweden, the Alps region,
Westmorland (Cumbria) and Wallia
(Wales), populations no doubt
publicly recognized in the early 18th
century because of their economic
importance as local fisheries. Did
Artedi or Linnaeus not know of
Arctic char elsewhere? Well, how
should they have known, if preserved
specimens in good condition were
necessary for identification? Why
would anglers in remote areas of
northern Europe send specimens of
Arctic char to museums, universities
and other science centers down south
for preservation and documentation in
the early 1700s? There were no
freezers,
and
no
express

Loch Heldale on the island of Hoy, Orkney. Photo. J. Hammar © 1996.
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transportation at this time. The only readily available options for preservation were to dry the char if the weather was cold
enough, or cure the char in salt if salt was available. Then the thought of treating char as something other than food would
have to arise. Arctic char were doubtless cooked and eaten, and as soon as possible.
The Arctic char of northern and central Europe was certainly more common and widespread 270 years ago. We have
strong reasons to believe that numerous unknown populations of Arctic char along the southern margins of its postglacial
distribution have been lost discreetly since then. In southern Sweden, 72% of the 53 relict populations known to have
existed in lakes south of River Dalälven at the start of the 20th Century are now extinct, the majority because of
acidification, introductions of alien fish species (whitefish, vendace and pike), and pollution (e.g. Hammar, 1998a, 2001).
In Ireland, Igoe and colleagues (2003) estimated the loss to be 34% of all known populations of Arctic char, primarily
because of introductions of alien fish species (pike, possibly roach and large brown trout), acidification and pollution.
However, the present range of Arctic char in Ireland is not yet known, and ongoing surveys reveal new populations as
well as discern new records of lost populations (Igoe and Hammar, 2004; Igoe et al., in prep.). Similar uncertainties about
the historic and present distributions of Arctic char have been expressed for Scotland, including the Hebrides, Orkneys
and Shetlands (e.g. Maitland et al., 1984; Greer 1991). These populations are truly marginal in the sense that it is physical
obstructions rather than climatic conditions that prevent ultimate competitors and predators, among other fish species,
from colonising the lochs.
Pioneering studies using multiple mesh size gillnets and a basic inventory design with a minimum number of efforts at
specific depth zones have recently started in both Ireland and Scotland. By using mtDNA as a genetic tracer, the postglacial distribution and colonisation patterns of Arctic char in Western Europe may be visualized (Verspoor et al., 2006).
This work is potentially important for conservation interests and is very much encouraged and supported by ISACF
(International Society of Arctic Char Fanatics).
The investigation reported in this paper focussed on a Scottish loch known as Heldale Water in the island of Hoy in the
Orkney archipelago. Heldale Water, originally drained both west (via Burn of Greenheads), and east (via Burn of Heldale)
on Hoy. The island of Hoy, the most alpine and rugged among the Orkneys, and Heldale were reported to contain Arctic
char in the late 19th Century.
There are various historic accounts of char in Heldale Water. In their “Vertebrate Fauna of the Orkney Islands”, Buckley
and Harvey-Brown (1891) recorded a note written by the proprietor of Melsetter Estate, where Heldale Water is located.
This first hand account discusses char in Orkney and suggests that "these fish only exist in Hellia's or Helldale's water on
Hoy .... I have once caught as many as twenty-two char on one set line, but only once caught a couple on the rod". Speedy
(1898) examined the possibility of enhancing the sporting potential of Melsetter Estate. He was pessimistic about the
opportunities for enhancing the trout fishery. However, when referring to Heldale (and nearby Hoglinns), he suggested
that "Char abound in these lochs". A few years later, the Sporting Agenda for Melsetter House (1907-08) published by the
Melsetter Estate (1908) gave an inventory of fish species thought to be present on Hoy, and included char on the list for
Heldale. More modern references simply refer back to the above documents. The most recent observation of Arctic char
in Heldale Water is from a good anecdotal account of a char capture. Mr Alan Bullen former president of the Stromness
Branch of the Orkney Trout Fishing Association caught an Arctic char in the loch in the 1950s. Mr Bullen, who is still
living in Orkney, was a very keen angler and importantly he had regularly caught char in mainland Scotland, so he could
accurately identify the fish. The Orkney Arctic Char Group has also uncovered accounts of preserved char from Heldale
but was never able to track these down, although there was a story that one ended up in the British Museum.
Heldale Water was surveyed by the authors in late summer 1996 in order to document the status and the biology of the
Arctic char population.
Material and methods
Heldale Water has been heavily modified since the 1970s. The water level was raised by a dam constructed in 1976,
forming a 15 m deep and 63.6 ha large reservoir, regulated for local domestic water supply at the oil terminal on the
nearby island of Flotta, Scapa Flow. The water in Heldale was shown to have a good water quality in the early 1990s
(Table 1, Duncan and Sinclair 1992).
Table 1. Chemical differences between Heldale Water and the nearby Hoglinns Water according to Duncan and Sinclair
(1992).
Loch

pH

Total N, µg/l

Ammonia, µg/l

Heldale Water

6.64-6.79

310

13

Hoglinns Water

4.12-4.60

466

14
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A combination of five Lundgren’s experimental multiple mesh size gillnets (Hammar and Filipsson, 1985) were set
individually at five different depths in Heldale Water for 20 hours from midday August 21st to midday August 22nd. The
deeper settings were reinforced with five additional standard gillnets ranging in mesh-size from 50 to 60 mm/mesh, set as
one gang at 7-15 m. The cloud cover was extensive during the night and the water surface temperature measured 16.2°C.
Each fish caught was measured for fork length in mm, weighed to the nearest gram and sexed. Besides removing otoliths
and scales for ageing, tissue samples were collected for genetic analyses. The individuals collected with the standard
gillnets were also sampled for carotene and Gyrodactylus sp. tests carried out by the FRS Freshwater Laboratory at
Faskally, Pitlochry.
Results
The gillnet catch revealed no Arctic char, only brown trout. The results clearly suggest that the Arctic char population is
now extinct, with the reservoir at the moment being inhabited by allopatric brown trout (Table 2).
Table 2. Catch per unit effort (CPUE) as numbers (N) and weight (W) in grams of brown trout caught at five different
depth zones with Lundgren’s multiple mesh size gillnets set at the bottom of Heldale Water, August 21st to 22nd, 1996.
The bar mesh sizes of the experimental gillnets range 6.25-75 mm.
Depth
CPUE of
Brown trout

1–1m
N
W
3.0
689

3–6–4m
N
W
8.0
1,458

8–9–8m
N
W
14.0
2,886

8 – 12 m
N
W
11.0
1,949

12 – 15 m
N
W
16.0
2,825

The additional catch of the five standard gillnets at 7-15 m included 10 trout weighing 2,379 g i.e. a CPUE of 2.0 trout
and 476 g. All together, the catch comprised 62 trout with a total weight of 12,186 g. The mean weight was 197±67 gram,
and the mean size 269±27 mm, with a monomodal size frequency distribution centered around 240-280 mm (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Size frequency distribution of a cohort of 3+ brown trout (n=52) sampled with Lundgren’s gillnets of multiple
mesh size, ranging 6.25-75 mm, set in Heldale Water, Orkney, August 22nd, 1996.
The mean depth of the catch was 9.2 m, with smaller trout concentrated deeper than the larger ones. All trout were heavily
infested with Diphyllobothrium spp. Although highly variable in length and weight, the age analyses using otoliths
revealed all the trout to be four summer (3+) old, thus indicative of recent stocking of hatchery fish, in addition to the loch
presumably being empty of trout before the stocking event. The sex ratio expressed as numbers of females to numbers of
males was 0.73, i.e. male dominance. Among both sexes 63-64% of the individuals were sexually mature and prepared for
spawning. Those individuals showing sexual maturity expressed, however, reduced plus zone widths, thus indicating
reduced growth during the last year.
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Discussion
With this survey, any hope that Arctic char had survived in Heldale Water is now gone and yet another localised
extinction can be added to the historical list of lost Ice Age fauna elements on the British Isles. There is no reason to doubt
the historic evidence, and we believe the Arctic char certainly existed in the loch at least until the 1950s. However, we
have no conclusive answer to when or why the Arctic char became extinct in Heldale Water, and whether there were still
Arctic char present when the dam was built in 1976. Other likely environmental factors known to be detrimental to Arctic
char include water level regulation, acidification and climate change. Although the original fish community is not known,
it is likely that Arctic char, brown trout, three-spine stickleback and eel were all natural colonisers of accessible lochs on
Hoy after the Ice Age.
The Heldale Estate on Hoy was broken up after the War, and little attention was paid to the lochs on the island. The late
1970s saw the arrival of an oil terminal on the nearby island of Flotta. This activity brought people and a need for a more
reliable water supply. This led to the construction of a dam in 1976, resulting in the impoundment and water level
regulation of Heldale Water. This will have been the biggest single physical change in the loch since the last Ice Age.
Water level regulation has been shown to be detrimental to both Arctic char and brown trout in Scandinavia by destroying
both the eggs of littoral spawners and the populations of important littoral invertebrates (Nilsson, 1961; Grimås, 1961;
Aass, 1984; Hammar, 1998b).
The nearby Hoglinns Water, from which water is led to Heldale Water, measured extremely low pH levels in the early
1990s (Table 1, Duncan and Sinclair, 1992), indicating that acidification may certainly have been the cause of the
extinction of Arctic char in this loch, and perhaps in both. The 16.5 ha Hoglinns Water is still largely devoid of fish with a
reputedly small population of large trout, indicating recruitment problems.
Heldale was stocked with trout before the Second World War, and in recent years the loch had a reputation for having a
sparse population of trout. At the time of the present survey, it came as a surprise to the Orkney Arctic Char Group that
trout had recently been stocked into Heldale Water. Inquiries revealed that the loch was stocked with 35,000 fed trout fry
in 1993 by the Orkney Trout Fishing Association, and several web sites now advertise that trout fishing is available at
Heldale Water where licenses or permits are not required. The otolith readings confirmed the brown trout sampled in 1996
to have been stocked as fry in 1993. The sexually mature trout with reduced otolith growth and the extensive intensities
with Diphyllobothrium spp. also indicated the trout to have been in Heldale Water for a few summers.
If not killed by water acidification, the reason for the extinction of the Arctic char population can, however, not be
explained solely by inter-specific interactions from brown trout, although it cannot be excluded either as a potentially
significant factor in the extermination. The high density of brown trout caught in deeper bottoms would certainly have had
a strong competitive and predatory impact on Arctic char. In addition, the large concentration of brown trout at deeper
bottoms seems to be an effect of avoidance of high surface temperature, and/or predation; yet two more effects being
critical to Arctic char both directly and indirectly via trout or other predators. The serious infestation levels of
Diphyllobothrium spp. indicate the trout to have fed seriously and for quite some time on Cyclops sp. or heavily infested
smaller fish, e.g. Arctic char, two important intermediate hosts commonly used by these Cestodan parasites (e.g.
Henricson, 1978). The presence of red-throated divers (Gavia stellata) and huge numbers of great skua (Stercorarius
skua), locally known as Bonxies, on the loch certainly provides the final hosts needed and thus the egg production of both
parasite species - D. ditremum and D. dendriticum. The efficiency demonstrated by the Bonxie pack terrorising and
making the divers drop their frequent catches made us wonder if also these aggressive predators would be of significance
as terminators of char as well as trout. We did feel sorry for the graceful divers.
A final irony is that there are presently Arctic char back in the loch. A local fish farmer took it upon himself to release
some farmed char into the loch in 2002! He had been threatening to do this for years and this was one of the reasons that
the Orkney Arctic Char Group called for ISACF to find out if there were still any native char left in Heldale Water.
Rumours say the char may originally have been taken from Loch Luichart, on River Conon, mainland Scotland. If there
were still any surviving native Heldale char (which we strongly doubt), then this offensive action probably will have been
the 'coup de grace'.
Even with the elimination of the stocked trout or char populations of farm origin it is doubtful if Heldale Water will ever
again serve as a stronghold for a local gene pool of Arctic char, the nearest now being found at the Shetlands. The acid
Hoglinns Water, the water level regulation, the shallow basin and its obvious vulnerability to inappropriate and illconsidered stocking of alien fish species and stocks has likely reduced the quality of this historic site as a suitable habitat
for long term preservation of relict Arctic char.
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